Ruben Studdard Files for
Divorce From Wife Surata Zuri
McCants

American Idol Season
2 winner Ruben Studdard is divorcing his wife of three years,
reports UsMagazine. “Ruben and Zuri have gone their separate
ways,” said Studdard’s rep. Studdard, 33, married Surata Zuri
McCants in Mountain Brook, Alabama on June 28th, 2008.
couple shares no children.

The

What are three things to consider before filing for divorce?
Cupid’s Advice:
Even when a relationship seems over, it may still have some
redeeming qualities. Here are a few things to consider before
filing for divorce:
1. Your emotions: Many relationships go through rough patches.

Make sure that your relationship is beyond repair and that
you have absolutely no feelings left for your partner when you
file for divorce.
2. Children: If you and your partner share children, you may
want to consider extensive couple’s therapy. Your decision
will affect not only you and your partner’s lives, but your
children’s lives as well.
3. Financial stability: Going through a split can be very
expensive. If you and your partner can’t afford to pay for
lawyers, it might be best to hold off for a time when the
divorce settlements can be handled properly.
Have you gone through a divorce? Feel free to leave a comment
with your thoughts below.

Heather Locklear and Jack
Wagner
Call
Off
Their
Engagement

Their characters may
have tied the knot on Melrose place a year ago, but Heather
Locklear and Jack Wagner won’t be heading to the alter anytime
soon. According to People, the couple have called off their
engagement. The pair, who got engaged in August, had the full
approval of Locklear’s daughter, Ava. “Ava was so excited when
we told her,” said Lockclear. “She hugged Jack, said
congratulations, and she immediately wanted to see the ring.
Then she ran and Facebooked her new stepbrother.”
How do you know when it’s time to call off an engagement?
Cupid’s Advice:
When you’re set to marry, it can be difficult to just call
everything off … especially after you’ve already told everyone
about your wedding plans. Here are some ways to know it’s time
to say “no” to marriage:
1. Wedding plans have ceased: If you don’t feel like planning
your wedding and your partner feels the same way, it’s
probably a sign that neither of you are ready to tie the knot.
It doesn’t necessarily mean you have to break up, but there’s
no reason to rush into marriage right away.
2. You have doubts: Pay minor doubts no mind, as everyone has
worries. But when you start having major doubts about the

future of your relationship, it’s time to start questioning
why you’re getting married in the first place.
3. You’re not excited: Weddings are a joyous occasion and if
you’re not anxious for yours, that’s not good. Sometimes peer
pressure and family obligations can lead you into a marriage
you’re not ready for, so beware of that and stand your ground.
How did you know when to call off your engagement? Share your
experiences below.

‘Bachelor’
Couple
Vienna
Girardi and Kasey Kahl Call
It Quits

Add another break-up
to The Bachelor and The Bachelorette bunch, because another

couple has split. Vienna Girardi and Kasey Kahl became an
item on the reality show Bachelor Pad when they took a second
shot at love, but the couple has decided to go their separate
ways. “Yes vienna and I have split. It’s been 5 weeks now.
I can’t fake it anymore. I will always love, be there for
her, and wish her the best,” Kahl posted to Twitter.
“@KaseyRKahl will always be my best friend, but yes we have
split.
No idea what the future holds for us but we will
always remain friends,” replied Girardi, also via Twitter.
How do you know when it’s time to go your separate ways?
Cupid’s Advice:
Breakups aren’t always easy, and it’s hard to be sure when
you’re ready to split from your partner. Cupid has some tips:
1. You’re having doubts: If you’ve started to second guess
your relationship, figure out why you feel that way. It’s
important to have confidence in your relationship together,
and if you don’t, who will?
2. The novelty has worn off: The beginning of a relationship
is the most thrilling part because it’s all new and exciting.
If you’ve stopped growing as a couple, there’s no point in
pretending it’s going to work long term.
3. You don’t see them in your future: If you can’t imagine
spending the rest of your life with this person, don’t
continue to waste your time or theirs.
How did you know when to end your last relationship? Share
your comments below.

Justin Timberlake Attends
Marine Corps Ball, Making
Good on Promise

Justin Timberlake,
30, accompanied combat instructor Kelsey De Santis to the
Instructor Battalion Marine Corps Ball on Saturday, making
good on his previous promise. The singer and actor accepted De
Santis’ invitation over the summer. After the fact, Timberlake
had nothing, but excellent things to say of the experience,
saying that it “was one of the most moving evenings” he’s ever
had and that he was “really blown away.” The star was very
humbled by the experience and was surprised that such a young
lady was representative of those that look after our freedom,
according to People. He described them as “humble, concerned
for others before themselves.”
What do you do if your partner continually breaks promises?

Cupid’s Advice:
If you’re in a relationship and your partner continually
breaks promises, it’s time to take some action. Here are some
options:
1. Talk to your partner: It might sound simple, but sometimes
the best solution to broken promises is by talking to your
partner and getting more information. Making them aware of how
these breaks in trust affect you may appease the situation.
2. Put it in perspective: Decide whether their broken word is
something minor or major. If it’s something as inconsequential
as not putting out the trash after he said he would, there may
just be a problem with communication. Don’t let a minor
problem escalate for no reason.
3. Think about your relationship: Discern how you want things
to develop in your relationship. Perhaps make a list of pros
and cons and look at them with an objective eye. If the pros
significant outweigh the cons, it may still be worth working
on the relationship.
How do you deal with broken promises in a relationship?

Share

your thoughts below.

Zoe Saldana and Keith Britton
Split After 11 Years

Even
strong
relationships can come to an end. Avatar star Zoe Saldana, 33,
split from her fiancé, businessman Keith Britton, 35, reports
People.
“[The couple] have amicably separated after 11
years,” said Saldana’s rep in a statement. The pair will
continue their partnership in the website My Fashion Database.
“Saldana and Britton remain committed business partners as cofounders of fashion resource MyFDB.com,” said the statement.
How do you rebuild independence after a long relationship
ends?
Cupid’s Advice:
When a relationship strengthens over time, so does your
dependence on your partner. Here are a few ways to rebuild
your independence after a break up:
1. Take control of your money: In long relationships, it’s not
uncommon to have shared bank accounts and investments.
Separating your funds from your partner’s is one of the
quickest ways to reassert your independence.
2. Be wary of mutual friends: After a long time with your
partner, the two of you most likely have mutual friends.
Though it can be disheartening, strictly sorting your friends
post-breakup will help you move on. Contact with mutual

friends will only remind you of your ex.
3. Visit your family: One of the best ways to heal after a
break-up is by visiting your friends and family. Those closest
to you will help you remember how you were before your
relationship and will also help you move forward.
Have you ever been through a break up with a longtime partner?
Feel free to leave a comment below.

Rob Pattinson Says He Began
Acting to Meet Girls

On Tuesday night,
Robert Pattinson revealed on The Late Show with David
Letterman that he began acting to meet girls. According to
UsMagazine.com, Pattinson’s role as Edward Cullen in the
Twilight Saga not only attracted girlfriend Kristen Stewart to

him, but it also swept many female fans all over the world.
“It’s not just teenage girls,” he told Letterman. “It’s older
[women] too. The older ones are far more passionate fans.”
What are some ways to get out and meet potential partners?
Cupid’s Advice:
Not all of us can land a career as an actor, so us “normal”
folk have to use other methods. Cupid has some advice:
1. Join a class: Enroll in a class that appeals mainly to the
opposite sex. For instance, take a cooking class if you’re a
guy or boxing lessons if you’re a woman.
2. Online dating: They might not be for everyone, but you’ll
never know unless you try it. You might even end up finding
The One on a dating site.
3. Socialize: Attend parties or join an organization. Going
out in the world and communicating is the best way to find a
partner.
What are some other ways to get out and meet potential
partners? Share your ideas below.

Divorce: Kris Jenner Says Kim
Kardashian Needs to ‘Cry It
Out’

According to Kris Jenner, this past week hasn’t been easy for
Kim Kardashian as she deals with her divorce from Kris
Humphries. Jenner says that her daughter will eventually open
up about the issues that led to her decision to file for
divorce, but for now she’s still trying to sort things out.
“She needs to do what she’s doing now and cry and figure it
out,” Jenner tells Extra Magazine. “She’s just trying to
follow her heart, and she’s going to be OK.” Recently,
Kardashian flew to Minnesota to see Humphries because, “She
really needed to talk to him,” said Jenner. She was there for
less than 24 hours, and the two allegedly met with the pastor
who performed their wedding ceremony to discuss what went
wrong.
What are some ways to cope in the midst of a stressful
divorce?
Cupid’s Advice:
Going through a divorce can be a hectic and stress-inducing.
Here are some ways to make process more relaxing:

1. Give yourself a break: Getting a divorce is not an easy
task, and it will take a toll on you emotionally and
physically. Take the day or a weekend to get away and indulge
in some quality ‘you’ time. Do something that makes you happy.
2. Don’t isolate yourself: Don’t bottle everything up, because
you’ll inevitably explode. Talk to your friends and family
about how you’re feelings and what you’re going through. Join
a support group where you can talk to people going through the
same thing. Don’t be afraid to get help.
3. Remember things will get easier: You may be stressed out
now, and things might only seem to be getting worse, but it
will get better. Allow yourself to feel the pain you’re
experiencing so you can get it all out and start fresh.
How did you cope during your divorce? Share your experiences
below.

Justin Bieber Baby Scandal
May Require DNA Test

need to offer proof.

Justin Bieber might
The teenage popstar, who is currently

dating Selena Gomez, may need to take a court-ordered
paternity test in light of 20 year-old Mariah Yeater’s claims
that Bieber fathered her child, reports People. Though Bieber
denies ever meeting Yeater, her attorneys assure the court
that they have credible evidence proving Bieber’s relationship
to the child. “The judge has to weigh two things: Bieber’s
right to privacy versus the child’s right to know who the
father is,” said L.A. family law attorney Steve Mindel.
“Unless the judge thinks the woman made everything up, the
court will likely order the test as the quickest resolution.”
How do you combat false infidelity rumors when you’re in a
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Dealing with false rumors can be difficult and damaging. Here
are a few ways to combat the false accusations:
1. Defend yourself: When a false rumor presents itself, deny
the rumor. Offer credible evidence in your defense, and prove
your innocence.
2. Confront the source: If you know who is spreading the
rumors, confront them. Tell the source that you find the

remarks hurtful. Many times the people who start rumors do
not realize the effect they will have.
3. Stop reacting: If the above steps prove ineffective, then
stop reacting to the rumors. Eventually, the source of the
rumors will tire and the false claims will subside.
Have you ever had to deal with false rumors?
leave a comment about your experiences below!

Justin
Bieber
Fathering a Baby

Feel free to

Denies

Baby, baby, baby
noooo way! Justin Bieber recently became the father of his new
puppy, Baylor, with girlfriend, singer and actress Selena
Gomez, but he denies all accusations that he fathered the
(human) child of Mariah Yeater. The 20-year-old Californian

told STAR magazine that she and Bieber, 17, had sex backstage
at a show in L.A. She gave birth to her son three months ago,
and has filed a paternity lawsuit against the young pop
sensation. A rep for Bieber told UsMagazine.com, “While we
haven’t yet seen the lawsuit, it’s sad that someone would
fabricate, malicious, defamatory AND demonstrably false
claims. We will vigorously pursue all available legal remedies
to defend and protect Justin against these allegations.”
How do you handle others’ claims that your partner is
cheating?
Cupid’s Advice:
Hearing that your partner is cheating on you is humiliating
and infuriating. If you’re told your partner’s been sneaking
around, here’s some ways to react:
1. Get the facts: Don’t believe everything you hear without
finding out exactly what people are saying, and who’s saying
it. Rumors get twisted, but they have to start somewhere. Get
your facts and your sources straightened out, and then proceed
to deal with the situation.
2. Confront the source: If someone tells you that your partner
is cheating, turn around and directly ask your significant
other. It might be difficult, but usually that fear comes
because we’re afraid of their answer. Make sure that you don’t
back down too easily if they try to persuade you otherwise.
They’ve lost your trust, and they need to win it back by
proving themselves.
3. Don’t act irrationally: Just because you hear that your
partner has cheated, that doesn’t mean you should try to even
the score by cheating on them. All previous trust within the
relationship will vanish, and repair may be impossible,
especially if your partner ends up being innocent. Wait until
you’re positive your partner is cheating, and then handle the

situation maturely, whether that’s breaking up or choosing to
work things out.
How did you handle rumors that your partner was cheating?
Share your experiences below.

Etiquette Expert Says Kim
Kardashian
Should
Return
Wedding Gifts

According to Lizzie
Post, an etiquette expert and author of Emily Post’s Etiquette
18th Edition, Kim Kardashian’s plan to give her wedding gifts
to charity following her divorce from Kris Humphries is the
wrong decision. Post does stress, however, that she’s
certainly not again charitable giving, according to People. “I

don’t want to come across as saying that charity wouldn’t be a
great way to handle it,” she says. “It’s just that in that
case, you’re making a charitable donation on someone else’s
behalf under your name.” She goes on to say that Kardashian
would come across as seeming undeservingly “generous” and will
get a bit tax write-off because of it. The right way to handle
it, she recommends, is returning the gifts to the givers.
If your marriage dissolves quickly, what do you do with the
gifts?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s an unfortunate circumstance with which to deal, but when
your marriage doesn’t last past the first few months, it’s
important to know what to do with the gifts you received at
the wedding.

Here are some options:

1. Charity: If you think your guests would be offended at
getting their gifts back, consider donating them to charity
like Kim Kardashian. Just because Lizzie Post doesn’t think
it’s the proper thing to do, doesn’t mean it’s not the right
decision for you.
2. Return to stores: One option is returning the gifts to the
stores they came from, and then giving the money back to your
former guests. This eliminates the need for them to go through
the trouble to return the gifts themselves.
2. Return to guests: If you’re lacking time and energy, send
each of the gifts back to the respective givers. Make sure to
include a note thanking them for their kind thoughts.
What should you do with wedding gifts if your marriage
dissolves quickly? Share your thoughts below.

Why Kim Kardashian and Kris
Humphries Are Calling It
Quits

It was just a few
weeks ago when over four million viewers tuned into E! to
watch Kim’s Fairytale Wedding, but it only took until the end
of the month for the couple to split. They may have been
newlyweds, but they were already bickering like an old married
couple on the set of Kourtney and Kim Take New York. The
fighting may have been too much for Kardashian, 31, who filed
for divorce from Humphries, 26. After rushing their
relationship with a quick engagement and wedding ceremony,
along with the added pressures of filming the show, dealing
with the media, and attempting to manage their busy
conflicting schedules, their 72-day marriage has come to an
end. “She rushed into it too fast,” a source close to

Kardashian told People. “She’s holding it together.
It’s
insanely troubling and heartbreaking, but it’s a decision she
knew had to be made.”
How do you know when to call it quits in a marriage?
Cupid’s Advice:
Has staying true to your vows become a struggle?
some signs that it may be over:

Here are

1. You’re beyond annoyed: If everything about your spouse
irritates you and just the sight or sound of him makes you
want to leave a room, it’s not a good sign. If you find that
all attraction has been lost emotionally and physically, you
have to consider
relationship.
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2. You verbally assault each other: As husband and wife, it is
your job to support each other, but it can be difficult when
every conversation turns into a fight. If you’re frequently
being critical and attacking each other’s self-esteem with the
goal to make your spouse feel dejected, then you’ve clearly
lost respect for one another.
3. You’re miserable: If you’re unhappy with your spouse, and
you feel like your life has hit rock bottom, it’s time to move
on. Get rid of the negative energy that’s dragging you down,
and don’t let yourself become a prisoner to your own marriage.
Regaining your independence may be the key to finding
happiness again.
Having thoughts of divorce?

Share your comments below.

Eva Longoria Is Not Dating
Matt Barnes, Despite Rumors

On Sunday, the New
York Post claimed that actress Eva Longoria was getting
romantic with L.A. Lakers forward, Matt Barnes. They sited a
source who said that she seemed “very flirty” and had “a
spark” with Barnes during a Thursday dinner in New York City.
Although the article included a statement from Longoria’s rep
who said the duo were only “friends,” she followed up on
WhoSay, saying, “First Jessica Simpson, now this. Once again,
press gets it wrong, matt barnes and I are not dating! We are
doing a charity event together for Padres and Athletes vs
Cancer.”
Do you need to defend yourself if rumors spread about your
personal relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
You might’ve been told that when you ignore a rumor, it proves

that it isn’t true. However, if you react to it, it’s a sign
that you’re guilty.
But when rumors spread about your
personal relationship, it’s difficult to ignore. Here are some
things to consider:
1. Your feelings: If the rumor will hurt your relationship,
you may need to rise up and defend yourself. Doing nothing
might do more damage to your emotional state.
2. Others in the rumor: When the rumor is hurting the other
person who was mentioned in it, make sure everyone knows the
truth. There’s no reason to let suffering continue when the
rumor is a lie.
3. Others’ reputations: Defend yourself if this gossip will
harm reputations. People work hard to establish themselves as
a certain kind of person, and ruining that based on a lie
isn’t right.
How do you defend yourself if rumors spread about your
personal relationship? Share your ideas below.

Kim Kardashian Files for
Divorce From Kris Humphries

After just 72 days
of marriage, Kim Kardashian and Kris Humphries are getting a
divorce. According to People, Kardashian filed for divorce on
Monday.
The fashion forward reality star recently denied
rumors that her marriage was on the rocks. Now, she’s listed
the reason for the divorce as the Hollywood cliche,
“irreconcilable differences.” So why the breakup? A source
says that the couple couldn’t take the demands of being a
reality TV couple. Producer Ryan Seacrest announced on his
show that Kardashian got caught up in all that was going on.
How do you keep from getting caught up in the fantasy of a
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
1. Take it slow: If your relationship is moving fast, take the
time to stop and reevaluate. Don’t rush into a marriage or
committed relationship.
2. Too good to be true: If you and your partner are madly in
love and haven’t had any problems, this relationship could be
too good to be true. The truth is, if it feels that way,
chances are it is. A little disagreement in a relationship
can be a good thing.
3. Take some time off: Being around someone all the time can

cloud up your perspective. It’s okay to take some time away
from each other once in a while, whether that means going out
with friends or spending weekends apart. You’ll come back
refreshed and missing your mate.
Have you ever had to end a fantasy relationship? Share your
experience below.

Elisabetta Canalis Describes
“Father-Daughter”
Relationship
with
George
Clooney

Dancing with the
Stars alum Elisabetta Canalis, who dated George Clooney for
two years until their split in June, recently revealed some

reasons behind her split with the actor, reports People.
Canalis has been quoted in a Questo Amore (This Love), a new
book by Italian journalist Bruno Vespa, where she says she had
a “father-daughter relationship” with Clooney. “[Clooney] has
been special for me, and very important, just as a father
would be,” said Canalis in the book. “Between us there was
more of a father-daughter relationship.”
How do you know when your relationship lacks a spark?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s very common for your head to make decisions about
relationships instead of your heart. Here are a few ways to
know that your relationship lacks a spark:
1. You’re not excited: After a few weeks of dating, some
couples experience a slump in their relationship. However,
for couples lacking a spark, this may never wear off.
2. You prefer groups: If you have more fun on group outings,
like double dates or parties, than you do on one-on-one dates
with your partner,
relationship.
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3. You rationalize: If you find yourself supplying reasons why
you should date your partner, then it’s clear that your head —
not your heart — is making decisions for you. Just because a
partner seems like an ideal candidate on paper does not mean
they’re ideal in real life.
Have you ever lost the spark in your relationship?
to leave a comment below.

Feel free

Rumor: J.Crew Trendsetter
Jenna Lyons Leaves Husband
for a Woman

Quirky
J.
Crew
President/Creative Director, Jenna Lyons, who made headlines
last spring after appearing in a J.Crew ad painting her son’s
toenails pink, is now fighting over custody and finances
during a divorce from her husband of nine years, Vincent
Mazeau.
With her $5 million yearly salary and coveted
townhouse in Brooklyn, it’s no wonder finances are such an
issue in this split. According to People, Lyons is currently
seeing Courtney Crangi, who runs the business side of her
brother, Philip Crangi’s, jewelry line.
What are some ways to compromise on finances and custody
during a divorce?
Cupid’s Advice:

Hurt feelings are one thing, but finances can really make a
divorce nasty.
Here are some ways to deal with the money
issue:
1. Work with the kids: No matter what you do, work out your
finances in a way that is best for the kids.
2. Getting the house: It might be a good idea to sell the
house and split the money evenly if you can’t compromise about
who gets it in the divorce agreement.
3. Personal wealth: Don’t make a divorce any messier than it
has to be by going after the bank account and assets that are
only in your partner’s name. Only split up the wealth you
share jointly.
Should finances be split up evenly if one partner makes
significantly less? Share your thoughts below.

Nicole
Scherzinger
and
Longtime Beau Call It Quits

After four years,
former Pussycat Doll Nicole Scherzinger and Fitness One driver
Lewis Hamilton have decided to call it quits, according to
RadarOnline.
The duo met in 2007 at the European Music
Awards, but their careers have kept them apart during most of
the relationship. Scherzinger is currently a judge on the X
Factor and is Hollywood-based, while Hamilton lives in
Switzerland. A source confirms the split, saying, “So for now
it’s over. They think this is what’s best.”
How do you keep distance from breaking up your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
There’s no doubt that being apart for extended lengths of time
while you’re in a relationship is tough. Here are some ways
to make it easier:
1. Use new technology: Now you talk to your significant other
face-to-face every day if you wish, whether that means using
Skype or Facetime on your iPhone. Make the distance a minor
inconvenience instead of a deal breaker.
2. Consistently meet up: You can’t be a couple and literally
never see each other. Whether you travel to see your partner
once a week, once a month, or every few months, it’s important
to make the effort to spend real time with your partner on a

consistent basis.
3. Do things together: Yes, you’re clearly not together, but
that doesn’t mean you can’t do things together. Instead of
just talking on the phone, watch a TV show or movie
simultaneously.
Call it a virtual date.
What are ways to keep a long distance relationship healthy?
Share your ideas below.

JLo Breaks Down During Song
About Lost Love

On Saturday night,
Jennifer Lopez broke down on stage in front of her fans. The
teary eyed songstress paid homage to her old relationships
after singing her past hit, If You Had My Love at Mohegan Sun
concert in Montville, Ct. Lopez used the stage as her own

personal therapy session.
According to UsMagazine.com, a
look-a-like P. Diddy (dated for 2.5 years) , Ben Affleck
(engaged to in from 2002-2004), and Marc Anthony (who she
recently divorced) all took the stage while JLo sang her new
love songs. Hey, we’re not judging. Whatever it takes, like
JLo’s song says to Get Right.
What are some ways to reveal your emotions about lost love?
Cupid’s Advice:
Getting your emotions out is a part of moving on and healing
after a breakup. We don’t all have a stage like JLo, so here
are some average ways to reveal your emotions after a lost
love:
1. Talk it out: Tell someone you trust–a girlfriend or
sibling–how you feel about your past relationship and what you
want out of a new one. It’s okay to cry on someone’s shoulder.
2. Writing: Expressing your feelings in a journal, poem, or
letter is very therapeutic and just between you and the paper.
3. Social Media: Although it’s never a good idea to bash your
exes, revealing your emotions on Twitter or Facebook can be
empowering. Just pretend your social platform is your stage,
and Jennifer Lopez will be proud.
How do you reveal your emotions after a breakup? Share your
comments below.

Jonah
Hill
and
Girlfriend Split

Longtime

High
school
sweethearts, Jonah Hill and Jordan Klein, recently broke up.
Coincidence or not, Hill had recently lost 40 pounds.
According to UsMagazine.com, the actor was spotted hanging out
with a different girl just a few weeks after the spilt.
According to a source, Klein seemed really happy and there
were no signs of a breakup. Traveling and time apart could be
the culprit for the bad news. Following a job offer, Klein
could no longer travel in order to spend time with her
boyfriend.
How do you define yourself independently after a breakup?
Cupid’s Advice:
Ending a relationship can leave you lonely and without an
identity. Sometimes being in a long term relationship means
falling into a routine or doing almost everything with your

partner.

Being single means being your own person, again:

1. Get rid of the past: Give or throw away presents, borrowed
items or anything else that reminds you of your old flame.
Replace old pictures of you and your ex with pictures of your
family and friends.
2. Go out: No need to make bad decisions, but do go out and
spend time with someone who loves you and can support you
through this tough time.
3. Think about it: Figure out whether you want to stay single
for a while or start dating again right away. Whatever it is,
take the time to find out what makes you happy.
When is the best time to start moving on after a breakup?

Demi Moore Hits the Red
Carpet
Alone,
But
With
Wedding Ring

So far, both Demi
Moore and Ashton Kutcher have kept quiet about their supposed
marital woes, despite being constantly hounded by the
tabloids. Although reports have recently surfaced that Kutcher
cheated on Moore on their sixth wedding anniversary, the
actress was still spotted on the red carpet with her wedding
ring firmly in place. E! Online reports that Moore was not
hurting for male companionship though, as she was surrounded
by men at the NYC premiere of her latest film, Margin Call.
Although men including Simon Baker, Paul Bettany, Penn
Badgley and Zachary Quinto shared the red carpet with Moore,
the actress did choose to attend the premiere without a very
obvious date.
What are some ways to keep your marital woes from prying eyes?
Cupid’s Advice:
Every marriage has its issues, but it’s how you handle them
that counts. Cupid has some ways to keep your problems from
curious outsiders:
1. Discuss in private: Although you may have the urge to talk
to you partner about an issue you’re having immediately, do
all that you can to keep it inside until the timing is right
to discuss it … which is when you’re not in public.

2. Don’t spill to friends: When you’re angry with your mate,
it can be tempting to run to your friends to complain. This
will only serve to make things worse. Make sure to confront
your significant other before confiding in your pals.
3. Interact in public minimally: If the problems in your
marriage are big, it’s probably best to stay out of the public
eye together. The temptation to fight despite the fact that
you’re in front of people can sometimes be too great when your
issues are major. Practice some independence from each other
during this time.
What are other ways to keep your problems from your peers?
Share your thoughts below.

Rihanna Reunites With Ex Matt
Kemp in London

Though she split
with Los Angeles Dodgers center fielder Matt Kemp in December,
Rihanna and her ex were seen leaving Stringfellows Nightclub
in London around 2 a.m. last Wednesday.
According to
UsMagazine.com, the singer partied with Kemp and other pals
during a break from her “Loud” concert tour.
After the
breakup last winter, Kemp said, “She’s a good friend of mine.
We’re good. We’ve all got busy lives, and we’re concentrating
on our careers.”
How do you get to the point where you can “hang out” with your
ex partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
If you didn’t have an ugly breakup and it just didn’t work
out, look at this experience as an opportunity to make friends
with your ex partner. Here are some signs that you’re ready
to form a friendship with your ex:
1. When you can talk about your dates: Being able to talk
about your dates with an ex without feeling jealous or awkward
is a huge sign that you’re safely in the friend zone.
2. When you like them more now: Maybe breaking up was just
what you needed to discover that you’re better as friends.

3. When you see them differently: In pursuing a friendship
with an ex, you may grow to see them completely differently to
the point where you sometimes forget that you were ever an
item.
How you ever become “just friends” with someone after dating
them? Share your experience below.

David Boreanaz Says His 2010
Affair
Strengthened
His
Marriage

Now that his 2010
affair is behind him, Bones star David Boreanaz is speaking
out about the power of positive thinking, according to
UsMagazine.com. The actor says that after he cheated on his

wife Rachel Uchitel, it ended up being a “bonding experience.”
He explains, saying, “In a sacred ground like marriage, you
find yourself out of it at certain times for reasons unknown
that can be destructive. There could be a demon that kind of
comes out and overtakes you.” Although his infidelity was no
doubt a rocky point in his marriage, he also says, “Do I
believe in giving up? No, I don’t. I’m a fighter. I’m a
lover.”
How do you overcome cheating in your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
It

can

be

difficult

relationship,
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1. Couples counseling: The most important thing you can do is
hire a third party to listen to you air your grievances. A
counselor will keep you “in check” so to speak, and you’ll
have a safe place to share all of your feelings with your
partner in order to potentially work them out.
2. Open communication: Instead of cowering away from each
other, keep the lines of communication completely clear and in
the open. Be brutally honest about everything in order to
avoid any further suspicion.
3. Time: If you’re truly dedicated to your relationship, it’s
going to take time to overcome the break in trust that
cheating creates. The best thing you can do it to stick with
it, and work at it.
What are other ways to overcome cheating in a relationship?
Share your ideas below.

David Arquette Says That He’s
Entered Friend Zone With
Courteney Cox

Although rumors of a
possible rekindled romance between David Arquette and
Courteney Cox have hit the tabloids recently, Arquette insists
that he has now entered the “friend zone” with his estranged
wife. Cox has been seen supporting her ex at Dancing With the
Stars the last few weeks with the duo’s daughter, Coco,
according to UsMagazine.com.
Arquette, who is currently
dating Entertainment Tonight‘s Christina McLarty, says, “We’re
pretty much in the friend zone. Though we love each other and
we love to laugh and have a great time, it’s difficult.”
How do you know when you’ve permanently entered the friend
zone with someone?

Cupid’s Advice:
Sometimes, no matter how romance you once were with someone,
the “friend zone” is an inevitable situation. Here are some
signs you’re in it:
1. Distance: If there’s always a good amount of physical
distance between the two of you and he or she makes no effort
to close that, it’s a sign that you may be destined to just be
friends.
2. One of the boys: If he invites you out to watch the
football game with a group of his guy friends and claps you on
the back after each touchdown, you’re probably not his
romantic interest.
3. Lack of moves: The thing is, if he’s really into you, he’ll
eventually make a move in that direction even if he’s shy. If
it’s been weeks and you’re still not feeling a spark, you
probably never will.
What are some other ways to tell if you’re in the “friend
zone” with someone? Share your thoughts below.

Blake Lively and Leonardo
DiCaprio Call It Quits

It’s official: Blake
Lively and Leonardo DiCaprio are no longer a couple. Their
romance may have sizzled this summer, but a source told People
that the two are now just good friends. After Lively flew to
Australia in August to visit DiCaprio while he filmed The
Great Gatsby, we all thought their long distance relationship
would work out. Unfortunately, DiCaprio’s work commitments and
distance proved to be too much of a
hassle to make the
relationship work.
What are some ways to make a long distance relationship work?
Cupid’s Advice:
A long distance relationship is a tough commitment, but it’s
not impossible. With trust, understanding, and communication,
your relationship will last longer than the miles between the
you:
1. Make your partner your first commitment: With all of your
own commitments, being in a long distance relationship is a
big decision. Make sure you’re willing to make your partner
your first priority, even if it’s from afar.
2. Keep contact: Communication is important, and it doesn’t
always have to mean face-to-face time. Utilize social media,
Skype and telephones.
Take it easy on texts, as they can

easily be read the wrong way.
3. Be understanding: In a long distance relationship, you’re
not going to see your partner all that much, and you need to
be aware and understanding about your partner’s schedule.
Have you ever had a long distance relationship work? Share
your experiences below.

Justin Timberlake and Jessica
Biel Rekindle Romance in
Vegas

On-again, off-again
couple Justin Timberlake and Jessica Biel were spotted in Las
Vegas most likely attending Timberlake’s Shriners Hospital for
Children Open golf event.
The two were seemingly back

together as they were seen dining at Mastro’s Ocean Club
a group of other people. People reports that the duo
seen sitting close together during their meal and
afterwards, they drove off together.
Good luck to the
this time around!
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What do you do if your career is starting to take over your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s easy for your career to take over your life. If you feel
this happening, it’s important to take a step back and reprioritize to make time for your relationship:
1. Set aside time: When setting up your schedule for the week,
make sure to put in time to spend with your partner.
Whether
it’s a date night or simply leaving work early to spend some
quality time at home, it’s important to show your partner you
care.
2.

Include

your

partner:

Often

times

it

helps

your

relationship to include your partner in your work. If your
career comes with a lot of dinners and black tie events,
invite your mate along once in a while to show that, despite
your work, you want to be with them.
3. Surprise them: Surprise your partner by taking a a couple
days off from work and doing something fun. It reminds them
that they are a top priority in your life as well as your
career.
What do you do if your career takes over your relationship?
Give us some ideas below.

